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4

Abstract5

In this paper, we describe the formulation of a novel transform called Multi-Dimensional6

Rajan Transform, which is an extension of Rajan Transform. Basically, Rajan Transform7

operates on a number sequence, whose length is a power of two. It transforms any sequence of8

arbitrary numbers into a sequence of interrelated numbers. As regards 2D Rajan Transform,9

there are two methods to implement it: (i) Row- Column method and (ii) Column-Row10

method. The 2D Rajan Transform obtained using the first method need not be the same as11

that obtained using second method. Similarly, one can implement 3-D Rajan Transform using12

the following approaches: (i) Row-Column-Depth approach, (ii) Row-Depth- Column13

approach, (iii) Column-Row-Depth approach, (iv) Column-Depth-Row approach, (v)14

Depth-Row-Column approach and (vi) Depth- Column-Row approach. This paper explains15

these approaches to implement two and three dimensional Rajan Transforms.16

17

Index terms— discrete transforms, rajan transform, permutation invariant systems, homomorphic trans-18
forms.19
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? g(i) =x(i)+x(i+N/2) ; 0?j?N/2; 0?i?N/2 h(j) =|x(i)-x(i-N/2)| ; 0?j?N/2; 0?i?N/2 Now each (N/2)21
point segment is further divided into two halves each consisting of N/4 points so that the following holds22
good. g1(k)=g(i)+g(j+(N/4)); 0?k?(N/4); 0?j?(N/4) g2(k)=|g(i)-g(i-(N/4)| ; 0?k?(N/4 ) ; (N/4)?j?(N/2)23
h1(k)=h(j)+h(j+(N/4)); 0?k?(N/4); 0?j?(N/4) h2(k)=|h(j)-h(j-N/4)| ; 0?k?(N/4); 0?j?(N/4) This process is24
continued until no more division is possible. The total number of stages thus turns out to be log 2 N. Let us25
denote the sum and difference operators respectively as ’+’ and ’~’. Then the signal flow graph for the Rajan26
Transform of a number sequence of length 16 would be of the form shown in Fig. 1. If x(n) is a number sequence27
of length N=2 k ; k>0, then its Rajan Transform(RT) is denoted as X(k). RT is applicable to any number28
sequence and it induces an isomorphism in a class of sequence, that is, it maps a domain set consisting of the29
cyclic and dyadic permutations of a sequence on to a range set consisting of sequence of the form X(k)E(r) where30
X(k) denotes the permutation invariant RT and E(r) an encryption code corresponding to an element in the31
domain set. This map is a one-to-one and on to correspondence and an inverse map also exists. Hence, it is32
viewed as a transform. Fig. 1 shows a functional block diagram of a 16-point Rajan Transform algorithm.33

It is to be noted that the map x(n) â??” X(k)E(r) is an isomorphic map, and the map x(n) ? X(k) is a34
homomorphic map. The inverse function is called Inverse Rajan Transform and is applicable to cases where Rajan35
Transform is considered as an isomorphic function. Homomorphic functions do not have inverse functions. The36
operation of Inverse Rajan Transform is not explained here in this paper for lack of space and for its irrelevance in37
the formulation of multi-dimensional Rajan Transforms. Apart from multi-dimensional Rajan Transforms, which38
are conceptual extensions of onedimensional Rajan Transform, one can as well develop notions like ”Set-Theoretic39
Rajan Transform” which are higher order algebraic tools that work on sequences of sets, functions and relations.40
These formulations are not in the scope of this paper and thus they are not presented.41

1 Introduction42

ajan transform essentially operates on a number sequence, whose length is a power of two. It transforms any43
sequence of arbitrary numbers into a sequence of interrelated numbers. The resulting sequence is called ’Rajan44
Spectrum’. More precisely,Rajan Transform is a homomorphic map that yields the same Rajan Spectrum for45
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8 3D-RT USING ROW-COLUMN-DEPTH (RCD) APPROACH

an input sequence and all of its permuted versions. The definition and various outcomes of One-Dimensional46
Rajan Transform (1D-RT) are extended to multi-dimensional case. Onedimensional Rajan Transform is briefly47
explained on a need to have basis.48

2 Definition of Rajan Transform49

Rajan Transform is essentially a fast algorithm developed on the lines of Decimation-In-Frequency Fast Fourier50
Transform algorithms, but it is functionally different from the DIF-FFT algorithm. Given a number sequence51
x(n) of length N, which is a power of 2, first it is divided into the first half and the second half each consisting52
of (N/2) points so that the following holds good. As outlined earlier, one can implement twodimensional Rajan53
Transformin two different ways: (i) Row-Column method and (ii) Column-Row method. As stated previously,54
2D Rajan Spectrum obtained using first method need not be the same as the spectrum obtained using second55
method. This could be verified with the help of an example. Consider a two dimensional arrayA = [x(m,n)]. 056
0 0 0 A = [x(m,n)] = 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2D-RT obtained using Row-Colum method57

The RT spectra of the four rows of the array A are the four rows given in the array [X r (g,h)]0 0 0 0 [X r58
(g,h)] = 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 159

Next, the RT spectra of the four columns in the array [X r ??g,h)] are given in the columns of the array [X r,c60
(k 1 ,k 2 )], which is the 2D-RT of the given array A.5 3 3 3 [X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 )] = 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2D-RT61
obtained using Column-Row method62

The RT spectra of the four columns of the array A are the four columns given in the array [X c (g,h)]1 3 1 063
[X c (g,h)] = 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 064

Next, the RT spectra of the four rows in the array [X c ??g,h)] are given in the rows of the array [X c,r (k 165
,k 2 )], which is the 2D-RT of the given array A.5 1 3 [X c,r (k 1 ,k 2 )] = 3 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 166

With reference to the example presented above, it is proved that [X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 )] ? [X c,r (k 1 ,k 2 )] in this67
case. However, one can verify that [X r,c (K 1 ,k 2 )] = [X c,r (k 1 ,k 2 )] for symmetric arrays. In order to do68
this, let us consider Hilbert matrix H 4 and obtain 2D-RT spectra using both methods.69

1 2 3 4H 4 = [x(m,n)] =70
2 3 4 5 3 4 5 6 4 5 6 771
The 2D-RT spectra of H 4 obtained using Row-Column method is X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 ) and it is shown below.6472

08 16 [X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 )] =73
08 00 00 16 00 00 00 00 0074
The 2D-RT spectra of H 4 obtained using Column-Row method is X c,r (k 1 ,k 2 ) and it is shown below.75

3 08 1676

[X c,r (k 1 ,k 2 )] = 08 00 00 16 00 00 00 00 00In this case of symmetric matrix [X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 )]=[X c,r (K 1 ,k77
2 )].78

4 2D-RT Translation invariance property79

Consider the two-dimensional array A showing aT like pattern.0 0 0 A = [x(m,n)] = 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 B is the80
translated version of A. 0 1 1 B = [x t (m,n)] = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 081

One can verify that [X c,r (K 1 ,k 2 )] for both arrays A and B remain the same. Similarly, one can verify that82
[X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 )] remain the same for both arrays A and B. This amounts to saying that 2D-Rajan Transform83
is essentially a translation invariant function, which could be effectively used in pattern recognition.84

5 III.85

6 Three-Dimensional Rajan Transform86

The definition and various properties associated with two dimensional RT is extended to the threedimensional87
case also. Especially, the basic methods for implementing2D Rajan Transform like Row-Column method and88
Column-Row method could further be generalized to implement 3D Rajan Transform. One can implement 3-D89
Rajan Transform using any one of the following six methods: (i) Row-Column-Depth method, (ii) Row-Depth-90
Column method, (iii) Column-Row-Depth method, (iv) Column-Depth-Row method, (v) Depth-Row-Column91
method and (vi) Depth-Column-Row method. Let us consider the three dimensional array of matrix size 4x4x492
as shown in Fig. ??.93

7 Fig. 2: Sample three dimensional array94

The above 3-D matrix is represented in a linear array of 2-D planes for easy understanding.95

8 3D-RT using Row-Column-Depth (RCD) Approach96

The 1D-RT of the four rows of the 0 th plane of the matrix X are {1,1,1,3}?{6,2,2,2}, {1,1,1,3}?{6,2,2,2},97
{2,1,2,2}?{7,1,1,1}, {1,0,0,3}? {4,2,4,2}. The 1D-RT of the four rows of the 1 st plane are {1,0,1,0}?{2,2,0,0},98
{1,2,3,0}?{6,2,4,0}, {0,0,2,3}? {5,1,5,1}, {3,0,3,3}?{9,3,3,3}. The 1D-RT of the four rows of the 2 nd plane are99
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{2,2,1,0}?{8,2,2,0}, {1,0,1,3}?{5,1,3,3}, {2,1,1,1}?{5,1,1,1}, {2,3,2,1}? {8,0,2,2}. The 1D-RT of the final plane of100
four rows are {0,1,0,2}?{3,3,1,1}, {2,0,0,2}?{4,0,4,0}, {1,2,2,2}? {7,1,1,1}, {2,2,0,1}?{5,1,3,1}. Now the 3D array101
of the Rajan Transform computed row wise is given by The 1D-RT of the four columns of the 0 th plane of the102
matrix X r (k 1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ) are {6,6,7,4}?{23,3,3,1}, {2,2,1,2}?{7,1,1,1}, {2,2,1,4}?{9,3,3,1}, {2,2,1,2}? {7,1,1,1}.103
The 1D-RT of the four columns of the 1 st plane are {2,6,5,9}?{22,8,6,0}, {2,2,1,3}?{8,2,2,0}, {0,4,5,3}?{12,2,6,4},104
{0,0,1,3}?{4,2,4,2}. The 1D-RT of the four columns of the 2 nd plane are {8,5,5,8}?{26,0,6,0}, {2,1,1,0}?{4,2,2,0},105
{2,3,1,2}? {8,2,2,0}, {0,3,1,2}?{6,4,2,0}. The 1D-RTs of the final plane of four columns are {3,4,7,5}?{19,1,5,3},106
{3,0,1,1}?{5,3,3,1}, {1,4,1,3}?{9,5,1,1}, {1,0,1,1}? {3,1,1,1}.Now the 3D array of the Rajan Transform Row-107
Column wise is given by The 1D-RT of the depth wise of four corresponding elements in four planes of108
the matrix X r,c (k 1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ), (RT can compute starting with any element in 0 th plane, in this109
example the RTs computed starting with row wise for easy understanding) are ??007B{2, 26,19}?{90,8,6,0},110
{7,8,4,5}?{24,2,6,0}, {9,12,8,9}? {38,4,4,2}, {7,4,6,3}?{20,6,2,0}, {3,8,0,1}? {22,6,10,4}, {1,2,2,3}?{8,2,2,0},111
{3,2,2,5}? {12,2,4,2}, {1,2,4,1}?{8,2,4,2}, {3,6,6,5}?{20,2,4,2}, {1,2,2,3}?{8,2,2,0}, {3,6,2,1}?{12,2,6,4},112
{1,4,2,1}? {8,2,4,2}, {1,0,0,3}?{4,2,4,2}, {1,0,0,1}?{2,0,2,0}, {1,4,0,1}?{6,4,4,2} and {1,2,0,1}?{4,2,2,0}. Now113
the 3D array of the Rajan Transform Row-Column-Depth wise is given by 3D-RT using Row-Depth-Column114
(RDC) Approach The 3D matrix using Row-Depth-Column Rajan Transform is Fig. 11 given in the next page,115
shows that 3D-RT of the original 3-D matrix (Fig. 6) and the 3D-RT of the translated 3-D matrix (Fig. 10) are116
the same. So, the invariance property of 3D-RT could be seen to be applicable to 3D images also. This amounts117
to saying that 1D-RT, 2D-RT and 3D-RT could be reliably used in real world applications.Note that X r,c,d (k118
1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ) ? X r,d,c (k 1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ), but119

9 Cyclic Shift Invariance Property120

Consider the sequence x(n)=3,8,5,6,0,2,9,6. Now, seven more cyclic shifted versions such as x c1121
(n) ??6,3,8,5,6,0,2,9; x c2 (n)=9,6,3,8,5,6,0,2; x c3 (n) ??2,9,6,3,8,5,6,0; x c4 (n)=0,2,9,6,3,8,5,6; x c5122
(n)=6,0,2,9,6,3,8,5;123

x c6 (n)=5,6,0,2,9,6,3,8 and x c7 (n)=8,5,6,0,2,9,6,3 could be generated from x(n). All the eight sequences124
have the same X(k)=39,5,13,9,13,1,7,5, meaning Rajan Transform of a given sequence of length N would remain125
invariant for N cyclically permuted sequences. This property is satisfied by higher order RT, that is, 2D-RT and126
3D-RT also.127

10 Graphical Inverse Invariance Property128

Consider x(n)=3,8,5,6,0,2,9,6. Its graphical inverse is x -1 (n)=6,9,2,0,6,5,8,3. Now, one can generate seven more129
cyclic shifted versions such as x c1 -1 (n)=3,6,9,2,0,6,5,8;130

x c2 -1 (n)=8,3,6,9,2,0,6,5; x c3 -1 (n)=5,8,3,6,9,2,0,6, x c4 -1 (n)=6,5,8,3,6,9,2,0; x c5 -1 (n)=0,6,5,8,3,6,9,2;131
x c6 -1 (n)=2,0,6,5,8,3,6,9 andx c7 -1 (n)=9,2,0,6,5,8,3,6. One can easily verify that all these eight sequences132
have the same X(k)=39,5,13, 9,13,1,7,5, meaning Rajan Transform of a given sequence of length N would remain133
invariant for N graphically inverted sequence and its cyclically permuted sequences. This property is satisfied by134
higher order RT, that is, 2D-RT and 3D-RT also. 1 2135
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Figure 3: Fig. 5 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 5: Fig. 7 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 8 :
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Figure 7: Fig. 9 :
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Figure 8: Fig. 10 :

Figure 9:
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Figure 10: Fig. 11 :
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.2 Dyadic Shift Invariance Property139

Consider x(n)=3,8,5,6,0,2,9,6 and transpose its first half with the second half. The resulting sequence Td (2)140
[x(n)]=0,2,9,6,3,8,5,6 is the 2-block dyadic shifted version of x(n). The symbol Td (2) denotes the 2-block dyadic141
shift operator. In the same manner, one would obtain Td (4) [Td (2) [x(n)]]=9,6,0,2,5,6,3,8 and Td (8) [Td (4)142
[Td (2) [x(n)]]]=6,9,2,0,6,5,8,3. Note that the graphical inverse of x(n) is x -1 (n) ??(6,9,2,0,6,5,8,3) and it is143
the same as Td (8) [Td (4) [Td (2) [x(n)]]]=6,9,2,0,6,5,8,3. One can easily verify that all these dyadic shifted144
sequences have the same X(k), that is, the sequence 39,5,13,9,13,7,5.145

There is yet another way of dyadic shifting the input sequence x(n) to Td (2) [Td (4) [Td (8) [x(n)]]].146
Consider the sequence x(n)=3,8,5,6,0,2,9,6 and one can obtain Td (8) [x(n)]=8,3,6,5,2,0,6,9; Td (4) [Td (8)147
[x(n)]]=6,5,8,3,6,9, 2,0 and Td (2) [Td (4) [Td (8) [x(n)]]]=6,9,2,0,6,5,8,3 as dyadic shifts. Note that Td (2) [Td148
(4) [Td (8) [x(n)]]] = Td (8) [Td (4) [Td (2) [x(n)]]]. This property is satisfied by higher order RT, that is, 2D-RT149
and 3D-RT also.150

.3 Dual Class Invariance Property151

Given a sequence x(n), one can construct another sequence y(n) consisting of at least one number which is not152
present in x(n) such that X(k)=Y(k). In such a case, y(n) is called the ’dual’ of x(n). Consider two sequences153
x(n)=2,4,2,2 and y(n)=3,1,3,3. Then X(k)=Y(k)=10,2,2,2. An underlying theorem to characterize a sequence154
of length N=2 n to pair up with a dual sequence is ”A sequence is said to have a dual if and only if its CPI155
is an even number and is divisible by N/2”. This theorem advocates a necessary condition but not a sufficient156
condition. For example, consider the sequence x(n)=6,8,2,0. This indeed satisfies the theorem. That is, its CPI157
is 16 and the value of CPI/(N/2) is 8. Now its dual is computed as y(n)=2,0,6,8, which is not a dual of x(n) as158
per the definition. In such cases, they are called ’self dual’ pairs. Some of the properties of dual sequences are:159
(i) if y(n) is a dual of x(n), then x(n) is also called the dual of y(n). Hence the pair<x(n),y(n)> is called ’dual160
pair’; (ii) dual of a sequence, say y(n) will necessarily exhibit geometric symmetry together with the original161
sequence x(n); (iii) each dual pair has a value called ’Differential Mean’ (DM), which is equal to (|x(i)~y(i)|)/2162
; 0?i?(N-1) about which the dual sequences are ’flip’ symmetric. DM could be a real number. This property is163
satisfied by higher order RT, that is, 2D-RT and 3D-RT also.164

.4 Scalar Property165

Let x(n) be a number sequence and ? be a scalar. Then the RT of ?x(n) will be ?X(k), where X(k) is the RT of166
x(n). For example, let us consider a sequence x(n)=1,3,1,2 and a scalar ? of value 2. Now the RT X(k) of x(n)167
is 7,3,1,1. RT of ?x(n)=2,6,2,4 is 14,6,2,2 which is nothing but ?X(k).This property is satisfied by higher order168
RT, that is, 2D-RT and 3D-RT also.169

.5 Linearity Property170

In general, RT does not satisfy the linearity property for all sequences. It was observed that for a pair x(n) and171
y(n) which are number sequences either in the increasing order or in the decreasing order, the linearity property172
works. That is, for ?x(n)+my(n) where ? and m are scalars and x(n) and y(n) are two number sequences either173
in the increasing or decreasing order, the RT will be ?X(k)+mY(k), where X(k) and Y(k) are respectively the174
RTs of x(n) and y(n). This property is satisfied by higher order RT, that is, 2D-RT and 3D-RT also.175
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